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Hi from Graham and Bev & About the Authors’ Bio

Enjoy reading this treasure box filled with entertaining and inspiring stories on living life, loving and having fun times. We trust these
true stories make you laugh and also touch your heart and Graham’s a “moment in time” photos give you an inside view of how he
sees life through his “lens” and captures the beauty and magic around us every day which makes life worth living. Let us know what
makes you “tick” and inspires and encourages you.
Tomorrow is a new day, every day and you never know what adventure is just around the corner for you!

Bev D

Also enjoy reading A Work in Progress Life Love Fun Living in Australia Part 1 in eBook from approved online bookstores for
free. Click here to see details at the end of the book.

About the Authors - Bio
Graham: Businessman and Landscape and Wildlife Photographer
From a business farming background in vineyards, cattle and earthmoving (South Australia) all of which have been an advantage
from the moment he picked up a camera with the purpose of capturing some of the “moments” he saw especially in the early morning
light. Birds just seemed to fly in front of his camera lens to have their photo taken - even knocking off his cap in the process!
Working outdoors in natural wildlife environments every day and his love of the ocean and the peace often found only in the early
morning sunrise and late afternoon sunsets, the beauty in trees and flowers and the interaction of wildlife including birds living their
daily lives has inspired him to offer these one of a kind a “moment in time” opportunities only there for a few seconds before the
moment is gone forever.
Bev: Exec Assistant/Admin and Author, Editor and Publisher www.aworkinprogress.com.au
Grew up in a suburban country-style area, parents divorced when young, lived in an all female home, moved into Adelaide city (South
Australia) in my teens. Attended Business College learning key skills towards working in the corporate arena. Met my life partner,
Graham, in a disco and we fell in love at first sight. We had significant challenges in learning to communicate - we are both very
independent yet a perfect fit together. Co-authoring with Graham has unknowingly been all our lives but became focussed when
developing our website and writing to encourage and make people laugh. My motivation is a picture of person travelling home or
sitting quietly after a busy day at work reading our book and smiling as Graham’s wonderful photos and the words fill them with
confidence about their future and to go for their goals and dreams.
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Dedication, Acknowledgments, Contact, Copyright and Publishing Details
Life Love Fun Living in Australia Part 2
A treasure box filled with entertaining and inspiring stories. A moment in time amazing photos.
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Thank you to my hero and life partner, Graham, who makes the complicated simple. I love your wisdom, strength, bravery and
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Readers’ Reviews and Comments
Thank you to the people who have part part of sharing the journey with Graham and myself - friends, business associates and people
we have met along the way. I have included some of their comments below and throughout the stories which I trust will inspire you
as they encouraged and inspired us.
Al and Ruthie M (Lecturer, Writer and Professor) and (Real Estate Saleperson), Fresno, USA:
“Heron was an amazing experience. I checked your website and love the idea and the execution. Photos were perfect and seem to
capture the sense of your text. I think your website will be helpful to many people and support you. Cheers to you.” ...Al
Alison McK (Solicitor and Financial Analyst and Stage/Theatre Actress)
What a fun written piece! The hat stand looks so cool!! (“Genios” story on website) And that corner of your home looks so lovely.
Thank you for sharing with me x.
Bec (Delivery Support - Vocational Education)
“Your stories are wonderful!! So inspiring and entertaining at the same time. You crack me up!! I just love your story about the
windmill and your mishaps and fun times sound hilarious!” (“Genios” story on website).
Chris R (Chairman of Company Boards and Chief Executive Officer, Investment):
“I think your site is a wonderful achievement and portrays real life stories of enlightenment so keep up the good work. Good luck
with it.” ...Chris
Courtney B (Fitness & Lifestyle Consultant):
“In regards to your website ... the content is fantastic!! Your stories are so good Bev!! They really are!! You will help a lot of people
I am sure.” ...Courtney
Jade C (College Student - at the time):
“i looooooveeeeeee the website :) especially the story “singing in the rain” good luck and post me on any changes!!!” (Singing in the
Rain in eBook Part 1) ...Jade C
Jim and Diane F (Property Managers, Real Estate):
“Excellent work. Obviously a lady of many talents. It was nice and refreshing to take time in the office for a brief interlude of reading,
quite enjoyable. Keep up the good work. An “A” from both of us.” ...Jim
Marguerite T (Business Owner - Chinese Remedial Massage Therapy):
“Thank you for showing me your website and especially p3 (On Butterflies in eBook Part 1) .. its beautiful and inspiring.” ...Marguerite
Rebecca M (Employment Consultant and Travel Consultant):
“I honestly am truly impressed by your website, your determination to DO it and the stories that you have told. Honestly. It’s quite
an inpiration - maybe I will follow in your footsteps one day!” ...Rebecca
Ron C, Woombye (comment after reading “Love Stays with You, even after Loved one has Gone” published in the
Sunshine Coast Daily News 16 September 2006 on the passing of Steve Irwin, Croc Hunter and Wildlife Warrior)
Index of Stories Title: “Love is Stronger than death”
“What a beautiful article by Bev Dowdell ... I am no “spring chicken” my Dad would be 100 plus today but this article made me think
back, although he has always been lovingly in my memory, that yes, “I see myself in his genetic code and his spirit passed on to me
somehow”. I have been looking for just that phrase to describe completely my feelings to myself and to pass onto my children &
grandchildren. Thank you Bev ...” ...Ron C
Yasuko W (Business Owner - Shiatsu and Remedial Massage Therapy):
“Thank you for sending your Website which are so outstanding, very well edited (simple, neat yet I can feel your warm heat beating)
and with such beautiful photos. You must have been sitting in front of your PC during this holiday season and creating such a
wonderful world to offer and share with everybody here. This is such beautiful ideas and layout. Well, I am sending you both biggest
cheers and congratulations!!” ...Yasuko
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A Snapshot of David’s Story ... the life of a wealthy and famous man

I look at your macro-skies ... your handmade sky-jewellery
... birds flying, fish swimming, whales singing in the ocean deep

This is about David, a person who’s gone now and this is my snapshot (no offence intended) on what he wrote of his life.
David’s story popped up when Graham and I were standing in his tomb and I know this guy’s special ‘cause everyone’s whispering.
I give Graham a nudge and mouth “Who’s this David bloke?” Graham has no clue - its part of our bus tour. Not wanting to miss out
I ask around: So, who’s David? I get pained looks of disbelief. I guess on a trip through Jerusalem a few facts help so we don’t
look like total tourists. I was told to get the book that tells his story. So I did. The more I read on his thoughts about life, love and
problems and they were PROBLEMS - not challenges - the more curious I became.
I like David ‘cause he didn’t always get it “right”. In fact, he did an awful lot wrong but was really sorry when he figured out he’d
messed up and tried to right the wrongs, said sorry and asked to be forgiven. What’s not to like about that?
I’ll start in one fav spot - an extra big slip-up. He is rich and popular which, in itself, meant he had enemies.
The story starts with the words: In the spring, at the time when Kings go off to war, David ... well - he stayed home. His first mistake
- he wasn’t about his King business. He should have been out defending his lands from others wanting to take new ground - his
ground. Land rights was a big issue back then - not much has changed!
Instead David decided to do some serious verandah time on the rooftop of his expensive house so he stayed home and minded his
verandah instead of his business. One night wandering around the rooftop, he spots Bathsheba (“Bath”) and thinks (I’m translating):
Now there’s a seriously interesting, good-looking woman. Bath is married and guess where her man is - off minding David’s business
defending the territory. So David invites Bath over for a chat and before you know it Bath “is with child”. David’s in trouble now
‘cause if the husband, Uriah the Hittite (“Hit”), is away then he can’t be the Dad. David plots: I’ll get Hit back from the war zone
and ask him over for a chat. So David asks Hit: How’s your boss and your soldier mates? How’s the war going? Usual chat stuff.
Then David tells Hit to go home and put his feet up - along those lines. Next day David finds out Hit didn’t go home but bunked in
with David’s servants instead. David asks: Why? Hit says all his mates are in tents camped out in open fields roughing it so he just
couldn’t go home and eat and drink and have fun with his wife (end of excerpt of story).
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- Quote: Tomorrow is always fresh with no mistakes in it.

Morning at Varsity Lakes by Bond University

Tomorrow is always fresh
with no mistakes in it.
... Anne Shirley
from “Anne of Green Gables”.
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Manually Deficient ... being in the right “gear”

Changing from first gear into second (with a jerk)
... we headed down the hill.
The Ute picked up speed and I panicked ...

I am a professionally trained driver (had lessons from a professional instructor) - something Graham laughs at??!!
But, I admit, driving a manual car escapes me. I’ve had “closet” conversations with other people who admit to being “manually
deficient” too. Attempts to overcome what some say is a “fatal flaw” to reshape (squash) me have failed.
After I married Graham and moved down on the farm, I was “hooked” into helping out despite stating sincerely I could not drive a
manual car, it was not believed.
You see I have a definite mindset on how changing gears slows the car down. I just know if you want to stop, you push the clutch
in and that stops the gears working (logical to me). This was my first response to danger and then I was basically in BIG trouble.
If I let the clutch out (why?) the car would stall and jump about like a kangaroo. It was explained to me (many, many times) that
pushing in the clutch disengages the gears and the car will then go faster - especially if you are on a downward slope or hill. Yahoo!
My first job was to drive the Ute slowly for two guys on the back to chuck hay off to the cows. Changing from first gear into second
(with a jerk) was all good up until when we headed down the hill. The Ute picked up speed and I panicked - as we do - jumped hard
on the clutch pedal thinge. With gears disengaged, we’re plunging vertically down the hill fast. I thought of braking (and jumping
out) but does that mean stalling and throwing everyone off the back? Everyone is yelling orders and, to be fair, they’re being chucked
around like a tossed salad. I mentally shut out the noise and gun the Ute through the gate opening at the bottom of the hill, roar
through, turn the steering wheel and head up the hill to a stop. Yippee ki yeh! A near death experience and I was never asked to
do the hay on the Ute, cow thing again!
You’d think they’d learned but, no, a couple of years later and magically now I’m supposed to know? I was unwillingly “asked” to
drive the tractor towing a trailer carrying posts up and down vineyard rows, stopping for posts to be pulled off. It was great in first
gear then jumping on the brake (with both feet) and clutch and re-engaging first gear to get going again. Started to think I was a
genius (Yeah, right!) but came unstuck going down a hill to stop in front of the gates. We were heading down the slope and picked
up speed so I pushed in the clutch (naturally!) Holy cow! I picked up further speed with weight of the trailer of logs behind me.
Just in time, I stood on the brake as we all slid into the gates. I was taken off tractor duty ... ha ha :D (end of excerpt of story).
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Never Give Up ... timing is everything and dreams can come true

Early Sunrise at Broadbeach ...
I have confidence in sunshine ...

Ever had a dream so huge and possible but time moved on and it slipped away helped along by non-believers who couldn’t see it?
A dream came to light as a 12 year old kid with the flames fanned by my school teacher. We were in the struggle of my parents’
divorce, selling our home and leaving everything we knew. I saw the Sound of Music at the pictures and the inspiring songs gave me
hope and I escaped into a happy world singing the songs. Our backyard had a truckload of rocks across it for a rock wall we were
building so I’d jump from rock to rock and perch myself high on the backyard swing - a pretend hill in Austria - singing my heart out
(as you do)...
I have confidence in sunshine, I have confidence in rain,
I have confidence that Spring will come again, besides as you see
I have C O N F I D E N C E in M E E E E E... (YAY!)
When my teacher asked if anyone wanted to sing a song from the Sound of Music, I stuck my hand up and had a go. She stated
with conviction I had a wonderful voice and my dream was born. I wanted to sing to lots of people making them happy - yes - I
would be a singer. Dad played clarinet, saxophone, flute and piano and had been recorded with a Glenn Miller type band but Mum
had motherly concerns for me and didn’t grasp my grand plan. In my late teens a family friend would play music and I’d sing along
and I begged to get singing lessons. I was told if I learned to play guitar then I could have singing lessons (huh?) I failed miserably
at guitar and the “friend” said my voice wasn’t “big” enough. The dream was buried.
It was a lifetime habit singing as I drove my car not caring if people stared, singing myself to sleep in difficult times when I lived
alone before I met my husband. When I met and married Graham, he loved to hear me sing and encouraged me and we are given
gifts and talents for a purpose. I started going to church and would sit at the back listening to Pastor Mike’s stories of simple faith in
God and when the music team played and sang of God’s love and faithfulness the tears would come and past hurts inside gradually
went away. After a year, Mike asked for backup singers and another girl, Sandy, also had a dream to sing too and we both agreed
to do it together. The next Sunday we “had a go” nervously gripping each other’s hand shaking like a leaf singing into a microphone
(end of excerpt of story).
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The “Pausal” Response ... when to avoid a Mount Everest Expedition

Mount Warning, Northern Rivers, New South Wales
Climbing tips: It rains on the weekends
but don’t give up as a light rain is “transforming”

Don’t like that word menopause. Can we please call it “Pausal”? A time of pausing from being normal whether we like it or not!
Graham (husband) noticed my Pausal matched being impatient (agro) each month. Men are smart but don’t let on in case they slip
in the proverbial. I checked out a health website and freaked out. Am I going to lose my hair, gums, teeth, bones and mind? What’s
left? Oh well, eventually it’ll all drop off.
A Pausal friend thought she was going nuts. She was depressed and angry. Five doctors, her husband and kids agreed. No. 6 doctor
helped and gave her the go on vitamins. My doctor told me when her patients are going through being Pausal their relationships take
a hammering. I related as my emotions went off the chart. Not a good time for major decisions. I learnt not to climb Mount Everest
during this chemical and physical imbalance. Telling Graham meant he “gave me room”. Naps and sleep-ins helped. I said “sorry”
lots and forgiving myself for losing it was critical. Graham’s understanding, forgiveness and running for cover were truly impressive.
To paint one picture, I was stressed but powering on this day. A clip inside my car needed fixing. Get home from work, grab instant
glue, shove fish dinner in the oven (flicked temperature to High), rush out and leap into my car. Sure is dark in here! Glue won’t
come out, try squeezing it upside down but it’s running down my hands which are now sticking together. I slop some around and all
is fixed. Go inside muttering “dummy” and rissa, ruddy glue company making stuff uselessly useful.
Graham retrieves the fish from the furnace (oven) and I, with imbedded glue and now bits of paper (where did they come from?),
grab the plate and burn my hands. I yelp. I pick up the lemon and burn my hands. All is lost as I chuck the lemon into the air in
complete silence! Now I am sulking with a pouty look and sit helplessly. Graham who has been playing dead now coughs nervously,
suggesting some emergency cleaner. I whimperize but try the stuff and, hey presto, I’m normal again (really?). I apologise for
throwing lemons and a temporary overload. The real moral to the story is to leave glue jobs for Batwoman when I’m Pausal (end of
excerpt of story).
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Running down a Dream ... lift your head up, take a breath

Early morning at Emerald Lakes view to Q1 Tower and Surfers Paradise

It is said the journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step. I know this to be true for me and for us. 2013 was one of the
most difficult to find time for our goals and yet one of the most rewarding in terms of goals achieved. Who would have thought in a
year when I have been working 40 plus hours full-time at my job plus the hours for my husband’s business and running a home - the
time constraints of driving 2 plus hours daily to work for the first half of the year - that I would find the time and even the inspiration
to fulfil a dream of a book which was, frankly, not even a thought in the back of my mind 7 or 8 years before when I made my first
tiny steps towards building our website.
I looked back at those early website files and realised how far we’ve come. I was rereading parts of “Slaying the Dragon” an
autobiography by Michael Johnson - a remarkable athlete and example - the same words I read some 10 years ago. What stood out
for me was I’d thought: I haven’t done enough this last year 2013 - but I’d forgotten I didn’t have the computer capacity I needed
to do the job of running the programs to create a book. I had - literally by faith - gone to night school classes after work back in May
2011 and then my computer needed replacing and I had a new one built end of 2012 - a bullet - 16GB memory - so I could move
forward. By asking around and a coincidence speaking to someone, he advised I could get an monthly subscription for the software
I needed. I pulled out the class notes from 2 years earlier and, thankfully, remembered what to do and then looked through the
simple designs from my sketch book thinking about the possibility of an eBook.
I organised holidays in July 2013, got set up with the software programs and now literally had the tools in my hands to create the
book. Three days off plus many nights working after work and weeks later and I had the job done with a lot of email consistent
follow through help from great supporters especially Reeta, Andrew and the Techs at The Google Books Team in California. It was
great timing being moved into their new platform and using the new file upload and currency conversion systems. What I knew was
enough but not anywhere near what I would learn in those few precious days and in the following weeks after work at night tackling
the process of learning how to break ground in self-publishing. My night school class didn’t cover an eBook or the requirements
for creating files which worked on the book upload programs for viewing on smart phones and tablet apps. I talk to you about the
process so you realise often nothing of value comes easily but the results are so worth it (end of excerpt of story).
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- Quote: A “miracle” is waiting to happen every day

Peach blossom at Robina, Gold Coast

A “miracle” is waiting to happen
every day.
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Snorkelling Adventures ... living with passion

Snorkelling in the salt water early morning
high tide felt like flying in the azure blue water

Something I discovered on holidays in the Whitsunday Islands off Queensland is snorkelling. If you have an opportunity, definitely
go for it.
Honestly, my first snorkelling trip was uninspiring. A day trip out to the Great Barrier Reef on a catamaran to a pontoon, the weather
was wet, I hadn’t mastered keeping water out of the snorkel mask at the pool lessons and the goggles fogged up but even the
weather warnings didn’t stop us.
It took a long time to get there. Struggled into a wetsuit and, with a one metre swell, all I remember is water leaking in the mask,
looking through fog and hanging on to a rope with the din of rain and water crashing over my head. We both have a sense of
adventure but where’s the good bit? I saw a large Groper who snurked at me. Get back to the pontoon and Graham says: We are
definitely going back by helicopter. Yes!
We pay the man to fly out, are given rubbish bags to shove over our heads and cover our bodies and leap onto a barge. The guy
driving the barge is tense as he guns it out to the helicopter pad. I overhear: “Not sure if we can unload this lot”. Really? They
pull up to the helicopter platform and we alight (scramble). We step through thick, wet bird doodah everywhere to the helicopter
where fly boy is ready and we take off up into the raining, grey skies. We do a fly over cute “Heart Reef” and are glad to get back
on terra firma.
The weather cleared and, with good advice from the dive shop guys at our island getaway, no more problems with my snorkel
mask. Ever brave, we take to the water in a shallow beach cove. The first thing I saw under the water through clear goggles was
the incredible beauty of being surrounded by the shimmering blue from a school of Garfish as they flashed like lightning in front of
my eyes with delicate pink on their long pointed little noses. Gasp! So this is what the fuss was about! What a reward for pure
persistence. My true heart passion for snorkelling was born. Can I have a dress in all those colours please?
Snorkelling in a local river in the salt water early morning high tide felt like flying with the azure blue of the warm water like the sky
and amongst 200 Butterfish, we are all floating gently back and forth with the motion of the water. It’s like heaven on earth - such
peace and quiet (end of excerpt of story).
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- Quote: The birds of the air ... sing among the branches

The birds of the air nest by the waters ...
they sing among the branches.
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Vineyard Days ... fun days down on the farm

Herefords at Breakfast in morning mist
at Tumbulgum, northern New South Wales

Let me tell you the trouble a city girl gets into when she marries a farmer and goes to live down on the farm.
I was considered a “working” addition so at Vintage time when the grapes were to be harvested for wine it was explained to me how
to snip grapes off the vines and put them in a bucket. Working alongside seasoned experts, it came to a sticky end when I snipped
me on my other hand instead of a grape stalk and reached a “bloody” bail-out point. Everyone was kind advising I wasn’t a real
snipper until I had snipped myself. NOW you tell me!
My next job was tying up vine stems after the plants had been pruned back. I’m standing in gum boots on freezing mornings and
twining long snap frozen stems (rods) around horizontal trellis wires and tying them down. Uh oh - broke one! Trying again, I get
a nasty slap in the face from a stray rod for not tying it down quickly enough. I’m still trying but another frozen rod slaps me! After
several attempts and being whacked around, with freezing feet and hands, count me out!
Let’s try cow herding. I’m given a black plastic pole and Graham explains kindly when a cow comes towards you, bang the pole about
and the cow will go away and if it doesn’t you have to whack it. I look at him in disbelief. He’s confident so I’ll do my best. Here’s
the first cow. I whack the pole around on the road. YIPPEE she went away. Staying focussed, here’s another one trying to out-stare
me. Bev, don’t let her out-fox ..er.. out-cow you. It worked! On no, this one’s going around you. Everyone is yelling orders. I give
her a whack. She’s stunned (so am I) and runs off. But there’s hope. At last, something I’m good at! I can “stop the traffic” while
the cows cross the road. I wear my pink hat and best gum boots for these occasions and get to meet lots of new people.
Now I’m assigned to sheep herding. What’s involved, ask I? Oh, wave your hands and yell. What do I yell? (I can feel the trap
door is closing). The sheep are in a big yard with trees in the middle. I am to stop them going past me as they come around the
trees and wave them towards the bottom of the paddock. Ready, set, go - here they come - a mob of sheep charging. I’m waving
arms, stamping around, yelling lots - they run past me around the trees back to where they came from. Yell louder, stamp more, I
was ordered. Here they come. I’m yelling, stamping around and try leaping in the air. The sheep, not knowing what their role is,
run at me trying to drop me in the dirt. A few more tries and eventually we get them into the pen and Graham’s Uncle “crutches”
them. OMG! I shut my eyes and you don’t want to know about that! (End of excerpt of story).
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A Christmas Duo ... unique people in our lives
On the following pages I have included two of my Christmas stories written after the joy I’ve discovered in remembering to give to
others so they can celebrate the end of the year Christmas holiday season with their families.
I hope in sharing these thoughts, others will also enjoy and experience the wonderful feeling which giving brings and appreciate and
give thanks for all we have and, most importantly, cherish the unique people who share our lives.
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Christmas Spirit and the Gift of Giving ... on being happy and thankful

On the second day of Christmas
my true love sent to me two Turtle Doves
... spotted Turtle Dove on Pandanus Tree at Burleigh Bluff

In building our website in December of 2007, this first story is close to our hearts with a message of giving and how, unexpectedly,
we gain so much more. We offer this Christmas Spirit inspiration.
Our usual Christmas frenzy involves an anticipated trip. We zip about getting food, biscuits and lollies - chocolate drops, mint leaves,
freckles, bananas, fresh liquorice - a trip down memory lane. I remember as a kid in a tough time with no money for food or clothes
when lollies were not on the Christmas list. No welfare then and Mum, without recent employment experience, walked the street
at age 40 knocking on doors for a job until she succeeded. I know what it felt like when people gave their best when we were in
desperate need. This is my payback and our pay-it-forward.
I “drop in” to the Surfers Paradise Drop-In Centre. A non-denominational church affair - no lines drawn in the sand - only a common
goal to help others. I am the anonymous drive-by person hoping a message of caring travels with these gifts. The ladies and men
overseeing this goodwill hub are the heroes to me. Kind-hearted and strong, industrious people chipping back the cutting edge of
people in need. I am the coward. The front line scares me so I do what I can handle.
The sign out front advises: “Don’t leave valuables in your car” and I remember thinking what kind of person would steal from me
- why should I cop it? I realised this must be the “mercy” principle. Required unconditional kindness in the face of suffering and
desperate need. Okay, I can live with it.
Driving home with a tear in my eye, I think about all I can be thankful for - a reality check. It’s the simple things in life that make
us happy. Finding something to laugh about, good people to share life with, a roof over my head, food, clothes and money in my
pocket. What luck! (End of excerpt of story).
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A Work in Progress Life Love Fun Living in Australia - Part 1

Enjoy reading our first eBook available from approved online bookstores for free “A Work in Progress Life Love Fun Living in
Australia - Part 1”.
A treasure box filled with entertaining and inspiring stories on living life, loving and having fun times. From Australian Authors, Bev’s
stories will make you laugh and Graham’s a “moment in time” photos capture an inside view of life through his “lens” of the beauty
and magic around us every day which makes life worth living.
Read about:The hall table made from recycled wood from a boat from India and recognising a masterpiece within us;
An eco island trip in the Great Barrier Reef and the near riot when they both strap on their “knives” on the snorkel boat;
How equal rights = equal responsibility - we can bridge the divide between men and women;
First class relationships - that you deserve the best in life;
Living your life in the present is a key to a happy future;
Living life every day - connecting with life and seeing the magic around us;
You can reach for the sky and achieve your wildest dreams;
Go singing in the rain with Bev - enjoying an unexpected downpour and making the most of opportunities;
See through their eyes time travel through the pages of history on their overseas travel adventures;
... and more!
Importantly, realise how we are all unique and the only one of a kind - in fact: a work in progress.
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Our Thanks to Online Bookstores and Promoters plus Website/Blog Email Contact

We hope you have enjoyed reading Life Love Fun Living in Australia - Part 2. We wish you all the best in your future.
We wish to thank the following:Thanks to all the online eBook Bookstores and Promoters for providing an opportunity for us to share our stories and photos to
entertain and inspire you.
Visit our blog, read our latest updates and give us your comments/feedback:http://128.242.88.192/aworkinprogress/a-work-in-progress-comments-and-blog-page/

Thanks to Google for providing and updating links to A Work in Progress website: www.aworkinprogress.com.au from their
Web Searches and Images.
Thanks to the hard-working volunteer editors at the Open Directory Project for listing A Work in Progress website in the
“Inspirational” category of their free Directory - see link:http://www.dmoz.org/Society/Philosophy/Personal_Pages/Inspirational/

We all have lots in common and it’s great that people around the world visit our website and can read this eBook. Email us if you
have something you’d like to say or pass on to us - we will respect your personal privacy. Click on the email tab below.
Email contact address is: aworkinprogress@bigpond.com
For information please write to Graham and Bev Dowdell
PO Box 4816
Robina Town Centre QLD 4230
AUSTRALIA

© 2015 Copyright www.aworkinprogress.com.au (Registered Australian Business Name) and www.amomentintime.com.au
(Registered Australian Business Name) (site under development). Stories by Beverly Dowdell (Bev Dowdell). Photographs by
Graham K Dowdell. Publisher, Author, Editor and Designer: Beverly M Dowdell. Publisher, Photographer and Author: Graham K
Dowdell. The Authors, Graham Dowdell and Beverly Dowdell, assert the moral right to be identified as the Authors and Publishers
of this work.
This eBook is copyright material and the content or photographs must not be copied, reproduced, transferred, distributed, leased,
licensed or publicly performed or used in any way except as specifically permitted in writing by the Authors and Publishers.
Any unauthorised distribution or use of this text may be a direct infringement of the Authors’ and Publisher’s rights and those
responsible may be liable in law accordingly. All rights reserved.
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